Errata for *The Manga Guide to Databases* (updated to 10th printing)

**Page 98:** In the first panel, the statement should read:

```sql
SELECT *
FROM product
WHERE unit_price<200
ORDER BY unit_price;
```

And in the last panel, the average unit price should be 317.5 instead of 3.175.

**Page 101:** In the third panel, the last item in the SELECT phrase should be `quantity` instead of `export_destination`.

**Page 112:** Question Q13 should read, “What is the largest population of a country in the North Sea District?”

**Page 119:** The result of the query in Q4 should be the empty set.

**Page 120:** The results of the query in Q6 should include “The Kingdom of Minanmi,” “The Kingdom of Ritol,” and “The Kingdom of Sazanna.”

**Page 123:** The `FROM` statement in the answer to Q20 should read: `FROM export_destination`.

**Page 156:** The second sentence of the first paragraph should read “When an exclusive lock is applied, another user can not apply a shared lock or an exclusive lock to other transactions.”

**Page 160:** Q10 should read “Create an SQL statement to revoke the Overseas Business Department’s privilege to delete data from the Product Table.”